
Treatment of glass surfaces
exposed to sunlight
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B TITANIA GLASS

Titania Line

B Titania Glass is a preparation based on nanotechnology
formulated for the treatment of glass surfaces exposed to
sunlight. The use of the product provides many benefits without
changing the look and transparency of the treated surfaces.

B Titania Glass has a photocatalytic effect capable of removing
and transforming the air pollutants present in the atmosphere.
The treated surface will take on characteristics of “self-washing”.

The product carries out a permanent antiappanante of the treated
surfaces and antimicrobial, anti-algae, anti-mold obtained thanks to
the strong oxidizing power developed by the titanium dioxide.

Self-cleaning system and antibacterial based titanium dioxide

Self-cleaning effect

Anti-fog action

Destroys spores, molds, algae, lichens

High antibacterial effect

Reduces the effects of air pollution

Deodorant action
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NOT USE ON

USE ON

GLASS

INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATION



Leave surface to dry. After
24 hours, complete the
cycle of permanent
bonding of nanoparticles
onto the surface of the
glass.

Apply with low-
pressure sprayer
directly on the surfa- ce
in total absence of wind

Apply on a microfiber
cloth and distribute the
product evenly from top
to bottom by treating
the plate glass

NOTE:
- Maintenance cleaning can be performed simply by spraying distilled water or with specific maintenance product B TITANIA DUST and drying with a
microfiber cloth or squeegee

Titania Line

CONDITIONS OF USE

The above information is based on the product data in our possession at the moment of publication and is provided in good faith.
No guarantee is provided as regards the quality or specifications of the product. The user is personally responsible for verifying that the product is
suitable for the purpose.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

avoid contact with eyes. Do not swallow. In case of contact with eyes: Wash with plenty of water

> 1,00 g/cm3

water

no

APPEARANCE

FRAGRANCE

SPECIFIC GRAVITY

PACK

SOLVENT

PH

VOLATILE BODIES

CONTAINS (reg.684/2004)

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

white opalescent liquid

light, ethereal

1/5 lt container

4,2 ± 02

-

For the best self-cleaning and photocatalytic treatment of glass surfaces exposed to sunlight is
essential the proper preparation of the surfaces to be treated with B Titania Restore
For best results, apply B Titania Glass to a dry surface.
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BIODEGRADABILITÀ

ORIGIN

SOLUBILITY

made in Italy
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